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Change of independent variable t D 1=x motivates variable step size discretiza-
tions of even order differential operators. We develop variable change methods for
discrete symplectic (i.e., J-orthogonal) systems. This enables us to perform simul-
taneous change of independent and dependent variables on discrete linear Hamil-
tonian systems and on newly defined even order variable step size formally self
adjoint difference operators. These variable changes yield a new system which is re-
lated to the original system by an operator identity. We generalize results of Bohner
and Dosˇly´ on transformations of formally self-adjoint scalar difference operators.
They only considered a change of dependent variable whereas these methods al-
low yxn D xnztn where tn D f xn: These variable change results bring the
subject of transformation theory for even order difference operators closer to the
known transformation theory in the continuous case. © 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ahlbrandt, Hinton, and Lewis [1] performed both a dependent and in-
dependent variable change on continuous matrix operators of the form
LY  D Y 0 CAxY
by setting Y x D FxZt and t D f x to obtain the induced matrix
operator
L0Z D Z0 CA0tZ with A0t D f 0x−1F−1xLFx
and the identity between the operators
LY x D f 0xFxL0Zt:
Dosˇly´ [5] carried out a change of dependent variable on linear Hamilto-
nian difference systems. Bohner and Dosˇly´ [3] applied this to a change of
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dependent variable on even order self-adjoint difference equations. We will
use the method of [1] to perform a change of both dependent and indepen-
dent variables on discrete matrix operators. This will enable us to perform
a simultaneous change of dependent and independent variables on even or-
der self-adjoint difference operators and on linear Hamiltonian difference
systems.
2. SECOND AND FOURTH ORDER EXAMPLES
Ahlbrandt, Hinton, and Lewis [1, p. 245] gave the following fourth order
continuous example.
Example A. The operator
ly D ry 0000 C py 00 C qy (1)
under the variable change yx D xzt; t D f x; γx  dt=dx; for
nonvanishing  and γ; yields the induced operator l0z D Rz0000 C
Pz00 CQz and identity between operators ly D γ=l0z with
Rt D r2γ3x; Qt D


γ
l

x;
Pt D

2γr00 C 

r

2γ0
0
C p2γ − r
0

2γ0

x;
where P also has the form
Pt D p2γC 2γr00 Cr(γ0 C0γ0 − r0γ0 C0γx: (2)
Note that r  0 reduces to the following classical second order result of
Coppel [4].
Example B. The operator
ly D py 00 C qy (3)
under the variable change yx D xzt, t D f x, γx  dt=dx; for
nonvanishing  and γ, yields the induced operator l0z D Pz00 CQz and
identity between operators ly D γ=l0z where
Qt D


γ
l

x and Pz D p2γx:
It is important to note the implication of these operator identities in
spectral theory. Indeed, the equation ly D wy becomes l0z D w0z for
w0 D w2=γ: Alternatively, all γ factors can be replaced by γ to pre-
serve the direction of the spectrum. Simultaneous changes of independent
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and dependent variables allow singularities at infinity to transform to singu-
larities at zero, or conversely, by letting t D 1=x and making an appropriate
choice of : The following is a similar example for the discrete case. We will
use the definition that 1uxn−1 D uxn − uxn−1: Note that the middle
coefficient of Example A has been relabeled by using the sign conventions
induced by variational and spectral theories. Also note that primes will be
used to represent the induced operator and coefficients.
Example C. The operator
L4yxn D
1
1xn−1

1
1xn−1

r2xn
1
1xn−1

1yxn−2
1xn−2

− 1
1xn−1

r1xn
1yxn−1
1xn−1

C r0xnyxn
under the variable change yxn D xnztn, tn D f xn, γn  1tn−1=
1xn−1; with  and γ nonvanishing, yields the induced operator
L04ztn D
1
1tn−1

1
1tn−1

r 02tn
1
1tn−1

1ztn−2
1tn−2

− 1
1tn−1

r 01tn
1ztn−1
1tn−1

C r 00tnztn
and the identity between operators
L4yxn D
γn
xn
L04ztn;
where
r 00tn D
xn
γn
L4

xn

r 01tn D xnxn−1γnr1xn − γnxn−1r2xnC1
1
1xn

1xn−1
1xn−1

− γn−1xn−2r2xn
1
1xn−1

1xn−2
1xn−2

− xn−1
1
1xn−1

r2xn
1xn−1

1xn−2γn−1 C γn
1xn−1
1xn−1

C r2xn
1xn−2
1xn−2

1
(
xn−2γn−1

1xn−1
C γn1xn−1
1xn−1

r 02tn D γn−1γ2nxn−2xnr2xn: (4)
Notice that taking the limit of Eq. (4) as the step size goes to zero while
taking into account the change in the sign of the middle coefficient, will
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yield Eq. (2). Also note that r2  0 gives the following second order result
of Voepel [6].
Example D. The operator
L2yxn D
−1
1xn−1

r1xn
1yxn−1
1xn−1

C r0xnyxn (5)
under the variable change yxn D xnztn, tn D f xn, γn  1tn−1=
1xn−1; with  and γ nonvanishing, yields the induced operator
L02ztn D
−1
1tn−1

r 01tn
1ztn−1
1tn−1

C r 00tnztn (6)
and the identity between operators
L2yxn D
γn
xn
L02ztn;
where
r 00tn D
xn
γn
L2

xn

r 01tn D xnxn−1γnr1xn:
3. SYMPLECTIC SYSTEMS
Consider a system of the form
Xt D Ps; tXs; (7)
where P is of even order, say 2d  2d; X is 2d  1; and s and t are real
variables.
Proposition 1. Assume thatXt D Ps; tXs and Qt is nonsingular.
Suppose X and X0 are 2d  1 vectors related by
Xs D QsX0s and Xt D QtX0t: (8)
Then X0 satisfies the system
X0t D P0s; tX0s; (9)
where
P0s; t D Q−1tPs; tQs: (10)
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Proof. Make the substitution (8) in Eq. (7) for
QtX0t D Ps; tQsX0s:
Premultiply by Q−1t for
X0t D Q−1tPs; tQsX0s D P0s; tX0s:
Consider real 2d  2d block matrices S and J of the form
S D

E F
G H

; J D

0 I
−I 0

; (11)
where E, F , G, and H are each d  d with real entries and I is the d  d
identity matrix. The matrix S is said to be symplectic (i.e., J-orthogonal) if
ST JS D J: As shown in [2, p. 74], the matrix S is symplectic if and only if
(iff)
ETH −GTF D I; ETG D GTE; and FTH D HTF: (12)
Also, S is symplectic iff
EHT − FGT D I; EFT D FET ; and GHT D HGT : (13)
If a matrix S is symplectic then it is also nonsingular. The set of real 2d 2d
symplectic matrices forms a group under matrix multiplication [2, p. 74].
Suppose S is of the form (11) with E nonsingular. Then S is symplectic iff
there exist symmetric B and C such that
S D

E EB
CE ET −1 C CEB

: (14)
Matrices S of this form with E nonsingular and B and C symmetric will be
said to be in canonical form. For complex matrices analogous results follow
when the transpose of the matrix is replaced by the conjugate transpose.
Proposition 2. Define an operator LX by
LXn D Xn − Pn− 1; nXn− 1 for n D 1; 2; 3; : : : : (15)
Suppose that each Pn− 1; n and each Qn is symplectic. Assume column
vector variables Xn and X0n are related by
Xn D QnX0n for n D 0; 1; 2; 3; : : : :
Then the induced operator L0 is given by
L0X0n D X0n − P0n− 1; nX0n− 1 for n D 1; 2; 3; : : : ; (16)
where P0n− 1; n  Q−1nPn− 1; nQn− 1 is symplectic and the iden-
tity between the operators is
LXn D QnL0X0n for n D 1; 2; 3; : : : : (17)
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Proof.
LXn D Xn − Pn− 1; nXn− 1
D QnX0t − Pn− 1; nQn− 1X0n− 1
D QnX0n −Q−1nPn− 1; nQn− 1X0n− 1
D QnL0X0n:
By the group properties Q−1, and hence P0, is symplectic.
For subsequent applications to discrete linear Hamiltonian systems we
will modify the notation used in the previous propositions as follows. Set
Pn− 1; n Mn−1 Mxn−1; Qn  Nn  Nxn;
Xn  Yn 

uxn
vxn

:
(18)
If we agree to denote LXn by LYn, then the operator in Eq. (15)
becomes
LYn D Yn −Mn−1Yn−1 D

uxn
vxn

−Mxn−1

uxn−1
vxn−1

: (19)
The transformed variables and operator are relabeled as
P0n− 1; n M 0n−1 M 0tn−1; X0n  Zn 

tn
tn

; (20)
and
L0X0n  L0Zn with L0Zn D Zn −M 0n−1Zn−1: (21)
Define Y and Z as in Eqs. (18) and (20). For nonsingular N , set
Yn D NnZn and M 0n−1  N−1n Mn−1Nn−1: (22)
Then the operators
LYn D Yn −Mn−1Yn−1 and L0Zn D Zn −M 0n−1Zn−1 (23)
are related by the operator identity
LYn D NnL0Zn: (24)
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Theorem 3. Consider an operator
LYn D Yn −Mn−1Yn−1 (25)
with
Yn D

uxn
vxn

and Mn−1 D

Pn−1 Qn−1
Rn−1 Sn−1

; (26)
where Mn−1 is symplectic for each n: Suppose also that
Nn D

Hn Tn
Kn Wn

(27)
is symplectic and column vector variables Y and Z are related by
Yn D NnZn; where Zn D

tn
tn

: (28)
Then we have an induced operator
L0Zn D Zn −M 0n−1Zn (29)
and operator identity
LYn D NnL0Zn: (30)
Furthermore,
M 0n−1  N−1n Mn−1Nn−1 (31)
is symplectic and M 0 has the form
M 0n−1 D

P 0n−1 Q
0
n−1
R0n−1 S
0
n−1

; (32)
where
P 0n−1 D W Tn L1Hn−1;Kn−1 − TTn L2Hn−1;Kn−1; (33)
Q0n−1 D W Tn L1Tn−1;Wn−1 − TTn L2Tn−1;Wn−1; (34)
R0n−1 D −KTn L1Hn−1;Kn−1 CHTn L2Hn−1;Kn−1; (35)
S0n−1 D −KTn L1Tn−1;Wn−1 CHTn L2Tn−1;Wn−1; (36)
with L1A;B  Pn−1ACQn−1B and L2A;B  Rn−1AC Sn−1B:
Proof. From Eqs. (23) and (24) we have the induced operator and the
operator identity. The only thing remaining is to find the form of P 0, Q0,
R0; and S0 in the matrix M 0: From Eq. (22), M 0n−1 D N−1n Mn−1Nn−1: Since
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N of (27) is symplectic, from [2, p. 74] we have that
N−1 D

W T −TT
−KT HT

:
For the remainder of the proof we will assume the subscripts are n− 1 unless
otherwise noted. Now we will calculate the matrix product M 0 in Eq. (31)
P 0 Q0
R0 S0

D

W Tn −TTn
−KTn HTn
 
P Q
R S
 
H T
K W

D

W Tn −TTn
−KTn HTn
 
L1H;K L1T;W 
L2H;K L2T;W 

: (37)
Then this matrix product yields Eqs. (33) through (36).
Consider the difference equation system
1uxn−1 D An−1uxn C Bn−1vxn−1;
1vxn−1 D Cn−1uxn −ATn−1vxn−1;
(38)
where A, B, and C are of size d  d: Also assume the matrix I −A is
nonsingular and B and C are real symmetric. Note that the A, B; and
C of this system incorporate the step lengths 1xn−1 of the discrete linear
Hamiltonian system in [2, p. 187].
Proposition 4. If I −A is nonsingular and B, C are symmetric, then
the system in (38) is equivalent to a symplectic system Yn DMn−1Yn−1 with
Y D

ux
vx

; M D

E EB
CE ET−1 C CEB

; BT D B;CT D C; (39)
where E D I −A−1:
Proof. See [2, pp. 187–188].
Note that M of (39) is in canonical form.
Proposition 5. Consider the system in (38), with I −A nonsingular, in
the form of an operator equation
LYn D Yn −Mn−1Yn−1 D 0; (40)
where M is as in (39) with E D I − A−1: Assume the special symplectic
change of variables
Yn D NnZn with Nn D

Hn 0
Kn H
T−1
n

(41)
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with H C BK nonsingular. Then the induced operator L0 is defined by
L0Zn D Zn −M 0n−1Zn−1 (42)
with symplectic M 0 of the form
M 0 D

E0 F 0
G0 H 0

(43)
for E0 nonsingular, where M 0 has canonical form
M 0 D

E0 E0B0
C 0E0 E0T−1 C C 0E0B0

(44)
with B0 and C 0 symmetric and E0 D I −A0−1. Then
A0n−1 D I − Hn−1 C Bn−1Kn−1−1I −An−1Hn
B0n−1 D Hn−1 C Bn−1Kn−1−1Bn−1HT−1n−1
C 0n−1 D HTn
−Kn C Cn−1Hn C I −An−1TKn−1
 Hn−1 C Bn−1Kn−1−1I −An−1Hn

:
(45)
Furthermore, we have the operator identity
LY  D NL0Z (46)
and the canonical system L0Z D 0 is equivalent to
1tn−1 D A0n−1tn C B0n−1tn−1
1tn−1 D C 0n−1tn − A0n−1Ttn−1;
(47)
with Z D T T T :
Proof. By Proposition 4 we have that the system
1uxn−1 D An−1uxn C Bn−1vxn−1
1vxn−1 D Cn−1uxn −ATn−1vxn−1;
(48)
is equivalent to Yn DMn−1Yn−1 where
YnD

uxn−1
vxn−1

; Mn−1D

En−1 En−1Bn−1
Cn−1En−1 E
T−1
n−1 C Cn−1En−1Bn−1

(49)
with E D I −A−1: Then we can set LYn D Yn −Mn−1Yn−1 D 0: We will
now use these matrices Mn−1 and Nn in Theorem 3 where in the special
matrix Nn we will have T D 0 and W D HT−1: In the matrix Mn−1 we will
make the following substitutions:
P D E; Q D EB; R D CE; S D ET−1 C CEB: (50)
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Relabel the symplectic matrix M 0 of (31) as
M 0 D

E0 F 0
G0 H 0

:
Once again, we will assume the subscript is n− 1 unless otherwise stated. In
Eq. (33) these substitutions yield
E0 D H−1n L1H;K
D H−1n EH C BK: (51)
Since E and H C BK are assumed nonsingular then E0 is nonsingular.
Hence, it is possible to define A0 by setting E0 D I −A0−1; i.e., A0 can be
defined as A0 D I − E0−1 and hence,
A0 D I − H C BK−1I −AHn: (52)
Using the fact that M 0 is symplectic with E0 nonsingular implies that M 0 is
canonical and there exist real symmetric B0 and C 0 such that
M 0 D

E0 E0B0
C 0E0 E0T−1 C C 0E0B0

:
In (32), Q0 D E0B0 and hence from (34)
B0 D E0−1H−1n L10;HT−1
D E0−1H−1n EBHT−1
D H C BK−1E−1HnH−1n EBHT−1
D H C BK−1BHT−1:
In (32) R0 D C 0E0 and hence from (35)
C 0 D −KTn L1H;K CHTn L2H;KE0−1
D −KTn EH C BK CHTn CEH C BK CHTn ET−1KE0−1:
Substituting E0−1 D H C BK−1E−1Hn, from Eq. (51), and HTn Kn for
KTn Hn; because N is symplectic, yields
C 0 D HTn
−Kn C CHn C I −ATKH C BK−1I −AHn: (53)
In order to more easily represent a 2dth order difference equation with
variable step size we will introduce the following new notation. Assume
that xn is a strictly monotone sequence of real numbers defined for inte-
ger n: Define 3 as the left shift operator 3xn  xn−1: Observe that 3 and 1
commute. Begin by defining the operator D by
Df D g when gxn D
1f xn
31xn
for integer n: (54)
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We recursively define powers of D by
D1 D D and DgC1 D D Dg; g D 1; 2; 3; : : : : (55)
The expanded operator Dgf evaluated at xn is
Dgf xn D
1
31xn

1
31xn

  

1f xn
31xn

; (56)
where there are g factors of 1=31xn: Given a fixed increasing sequence
xn; for n integer, consider the class F of real valued sequences defined by
F  f  f xn D 0 for n large} (57)
and an inner product
f; g 
1X
nD−1
f xngxn1xn−1: (58)
If f 2 F ; then we will say that f is of finite support. We say that an operator
L? is a formal adjoint of L if
Lu; v D u;L? v
for all u; v 2 F : We will show that formal adjoints of D and Dg are given
inductively by
D? f xn D
−31f xn
31xn
;
D1 ? D D? ; and DgC1 ? D Dg? D? :
(59)
The expanded operator Dg? f evaluated at xn is
Dg? f xn D −1g
31
31xn

31
31xn

  

31f xn
31xn

; (60)
where there are g factors of 31=31xn: Notice that ? and g commute for
the operator D in the sense that
Dg? D D?g:
To prove that Dg and Dg? are formal adjoints we will need the following
lemma. To simplify notation we write
Duxn for Duxn:
Lemma 6. If an and bn are of finite support, then
1X
nD−1
an1bn D −
1X
nD−1
bn1an−1:
Lemma 7. D and D? are formal adjoints.
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Proof. Choose two functions u and v that are of finite support. Then
Du; v D
1X
nD−1

Duxn

vxn1xn−1
D
1X
nD−1
1uxnvxn
D −
1X
nD−1
uxn1vxn−1
D
1X
nD−1
uxn

D? vxn

1xn−1
D u;D? v:
This is the first step of the induction proof of the general result:
Lemma 8. Dg and Dg? are formal adjoints.
Proof. For functions u and v in F the induction step is carried out by
assuming that Dg−1u; v D u;Dg−1 ? v: Then from definitions and the
previous lemma, we have
Dgu; v D 〈DDg−1u; v D Dg−1u;D? u D 〈u;Dg−1 ? D? v
D u;Dg ? v:
Now we will choose specific d  d matrices An−1; Bn−1; and Cn−1 so
that LYn D Yn −Mn−1Yn−1 is an operator associated with a 2dth order
difference operator. Set
An−1 D
(
An−1i; j
 D 1xn−1; j D iC 1
0; otherwise

Bn−1 D diag

0; : : : ; 0;
1xn−1
rdxn

; (61)
Cn−1 D 1xn−1 diag

r0xn; r1xn; : : : ; rd−1xn
}
:
Note that the step size 1xn−1 is incorporated into the A;B; and C in order
to facilitate the systems variable transformation. Again, this is in contrast
to [2, p. 187]. Now we will modify the operator D as follows. Let xn and
tn be strictly monotone sequences of real numbers. Then set
Dxn D
1
31xn
and Dtn D
1
31tn
: (62)
Note that if xn were decreasing, then the discussion of formal adjoints could
be carried out with inner product u; v DP1nD−1 uxnvxn1xn−1: Now
we will give a general theorem involving variable transformations for even
order formally self adjoint difference operators.
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Theorem 9. Consider the system
1uxn−1 D An−1uxn C Bn−1vxn−1
1vxn−1 D Cn−1uxn −ATn−1vxn−1
(63)
with A, B, and C of size d  d; as given in Eq. (61) which corresponds to
the equation L2dy D 0 where L2d is the 2dth order formally self adjoint
difference operator
L2dyxn D Ddxn

rdxnDd?xn
(
yxn
CDd−1xn rd−1xnDd−1 ?xn yxn
C    CD1xn

r1xnD1 ?xn yxn
C r0xnyxn: (64)
A nonvanishing change of variables
yxn D xnztn; xn 6D 0; tn D f xn; and
γn 
1tn−1
1xn−1
(65)
corresponds to a variable change of the form of Eq. (41) (with H and H CBK
nonsingular)
uxn
vxn

D Yn D NnZn D

Hn 0
Kn H
T−1
n
 
tn
tn

;
and yields the new system
1tn−1 D A0n−1tn C B0n−1tn−1
1tn−1 D C 0n−1tn − A0Tn−1tn−1
(66)
with
A0n−1 D γnAn−1; B0n−1 D diag

0; : : : ; 0;
1tn−1
r 0dtn

;
C 0n−1 D 1tn−1 diag
(
r 00tn; r 01tn; : : : ; r 0d−1tn

:
(67)
This new system corresponds to the equation L02dz D 0 associated with a
2dth order formally self adjoint difference operator
L02dztn D Ddtn

r 0dtnDd?tn ztn
CDd−1tn r 0d−1tnDd−1 ?tn ztn
C    CD1tn

r 01tnD1 ?tn ztn
C r 00tnztn (68)
where
r 00tn D
xn
γn
L2dxn and
r 0dtn D rdxnxnxn−dγdn
n−1Y
jDn−dC1
γj: (69)
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We also have the identity between the two operators
L2dyxn D
γn
xn
L02dztn: (70)
Proof. Let Yn D uT xn vT xn T where uxn D uixn for 1 
i  d and vxn D vixn for 1  i  d: First we will show that the
system in Eq. (63) corresponds to the equation L2dyxn D 0 with yxn 
u1xn: Substitute these representations for u and v in Eq. (63) with the
values of A; B; and C given by Eq. (61) and successively solve for u2xn;
u3xn; : : : ; udxn: We will invoke our D notation, where minus signs are
minimized by setting QD D −D and QD? D −D? : Then
uixn D
(
yxn for i D 1
QD?xnui−1xn D QD? i−1xn yxn for 2  i  d:
(71)
Also,
vdxn−1 D rdxn
1udxn−1
1xn−1
D rdxn QD?xnudxn
D rdxn QD? dxn yxn: (72)
Then successively solve for vd−1xn−1; : : : ; v1xn−1 to obtain
vi−1xn−1 D QDxnvixn−1 C ri−1uixn for i D d; d − 1; : : : ; 2: (73)
Then for j D 1; : : : ; d − 1;
vd−jxn−1 D
jX
kD0
QDj−kxn rd−kxn QD?d−kxn yxn: (74)
The case of j D d − 1 in the above combined with the equation
1v1xn−1 D 1xn−1r0xnu1xn; (75)
i.e.,
QDxnv1xn−1 C r0xnyxn D 0 (76)
gives the equation L2dyxn D 0 associated with the 2dth order operator
in (64) upon noting that the factors of −1 introduced in QD and QD? arise
to even powers in converting back to D and D? : The formal self adjointness
of the operator L2d follows from Lemma 8 since for each k and we have
DkrkDk? u; v D rkDk? u;Dk? v D Dk? u; rkDk? v
D u;DkrkDk? v: (77)
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Now, by using Proposition 5 we only need to show the existence of ma-
trices H and K that will perform the desired variable change. The variable
change that we will perform is
uxn
vxn

D

Hn 0
Kn H
T−1
n
 
tn
tn

; (78)
with tn D f xn and γn  1tn−1=1xn−1: Let Hn−1 D Hn−1i; j for 1 
i; j  d: Then setting
Hn−1i; j D 0 for j > i
D xn−1 for i D j D 1
D xn−iγn−iC1γn−iC2 : : : γn−1 for i D j  2
D 1Hn−2i− 1; 1
1xn−2
D −1i−2Di−2 ?xn xn−1; i > 1; j D 1
D γn−1Hn−2i−1; j−1C
1Hn−2i−1; j
1xn−2
; otherwise (79)
allows us to perform the necessary variable change on each component of
the vector uxn−1: From Proposition 5; assuming that H C BK is nonsin-
gular,
A0n−1 D I − Hn−1 C Bn−1Kn−1−1I −An−1Hn
B0n−1 D Hn−1 C Bn−1Kn−1−1Bn−1HT−1n−1
C 0n−1 D HTn
−Kn C Cn−1Hn
C I −An−1TKn−1Hn−1 C Bn−1Kn−1−1I −An−1Hn

:
The substitution A0n−1 D γnAn−1 yields
Hn−1 C Bn−1Kn−1I − γnAn−1 D I −An−1Hn; (80)
which determines the last row of the matrix K. This was based on the
assumption that we could choose K so that H C BK is nonsingular. Now
show that the matrix H C BK is nonsingular. From (80) we have that
Hnd; j D −γn1xn−1H C BKd; j − 1 C H C BKd; j:
With further manipulation, it can be shown that
Hn−1 C Bn−1Kn−1d; d D
dX
iD1
γn1xn−1d−iHnd; i D γd−1n xn: (81)
Since H and BK are lower triangular we have that H C BK is lower tri-
angular. Thus the determinant of H C BK is the product of the diagonal
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elements, and hence is nonzero. Therefore, H C BK is invertible. From
Proposition 5 we have
B0n−1 D Hn−1 C Bn−1Kn−1−1Bn−1HT−1n−1 :
Since the only nonzero entry in B is in the last row, last column position
and the matrix HT−1 is upper triangular we have that the matrix B0 will be
diagonal with its only nonzero entry in the last row, last column position.
Hence,
B0d; d D 1H C BKd; dBd; d
1
Hd; d :
This simplifies to yield
r 0dtn D rdxnxnxn−dγdn
n−1Y
jDn−dC1
γj: (82)
Now we need to determine the remaining entries in the matrix K so that
the matrix C 0 is diagonal. Using the identity A0n−1 D γnAn−1 and Eq. (45)
we have that
C 0n−1 D HTn
−Kn C Cn−1Hn C I −An−1TKn−1I − γnAn−1:
First we will determine those entries of K that are on or below the diagonal
so that the matrices
Mn−1 D −Kn C Cn−1Hn C I −An−1TKn−1I − γnAn−1
have only zero entries below the diagonal. After further manipulation we
have
Mn−1i; j D −Kni; j C Cn−1i; iHni; j
CKn−1i− 1; j − 11xn−11tn−1
−Kn−1i; j − 11tn−1 −Kn−1i− 1; j1xn−1
CKn−1i; j: (83)
By setting
Kn−1i− 1; j D
−1Kn−1i; j
1xn−1
C Cn−1i; iHni; j
1xn−1
CKn−1i− 1; j − 11tn−1 −
Kn−1i; j − 11tn−1
1xn−1
(84)
for 1  i  d; 1  j  i (with Ka; b D 0 if a D 0 or b D 0) we have that
the matrix M is upper triangular. Separate the matrix K by setting K D
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Ka CKb where Kb is upper triangular with zeros on the diagonal and Ka is
lower triangular with entries determined by (84). Because N is symplectic
we have that HTK D KTH: This yields HTKa − KaTH D KbTH −
HTKb: We then have that the matrix HTKa−KaTH is antisymmetric and
may be written as the difference of a lower triangular matrix U with zeros
on the diagonal and its transpose. This yields U −UT D KbTH −HTKb:
By setting Kb D HT−1UT we can compute the remaining entries of the
matrix K: Now we will proceed to find the matrix C 0: We have that C 0n−1 D
HTn Mn−1: Since both H
T and M are upper triangular, we must have that C 0
is also upper triangular. From Proposition 6 we have that C 0 is symmetric.
So C 0 must be a diagonal matrix. The coefficients r 00; r
0
1; : : : ; r
0
d−1 are defined
as the diagonal elements of C 0. To compute r 00 we will first need to compute
1Kn−11; 1:
1Kn−11; 1
1xn−1
D DxnKn−11; 1
D Dxn

−DxnKn−12; 1 C
Cn−12; 2Hn2; 1
1xn−1

:::
D −Ddxn

rdxnDd?xn xn
−Dd−1xn rd−1xnDd−1 ?xn xn
−    −Dxn

r1xnD?xnxn

: (85)
Now we have that
r 00tn D
1
1tn−1
C 0n−11; 1
D 1
1tn−1
HTn 1; 1Mn−11; 1
D 1
1tn−1
xn
(−1Kn−11; 1 C Cn−11; 1Hn1; 1
D 1xn−1
1tn−1
xn
−1Kn−11; 1
1xn−1
C r0xnxn

D xn
γn
L2dxn: (86)
The only result we still need to prove is the operator identity. To do this
we will modify the system as follows. The system
1uxn−1 D An−1uxn C Bn−1vxn−1
1vxn−1 D Cn−1uxn −ATn−1vxn−1 − fn
(87)
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corresponds to the matrix operator
LYn D Yn −Mn−1Yn−1 − Fn D 0;
where Yn D uT xn vT xn T ; M is as before, and Fn D  0T f Tn T :
Using the same variable change as before, Y D NZ; yields
LYn D NnZn −M 0n−1Zn−1 − F 0n D NnL0Zn;
where F 0n D N−1n Fn with F 0n D  0 f 0n T and Zn D T tn T tn T : Now
let
fn D
2664
L2dyxn1xn−1
0
:::
0
3775 and f 0n D
2664
L02dztn1tn−1
0
:::
0
3775 : (88)
Since F 0n D N−1n Fn we then have that f 0n D HTn fn: Then the equation
f 0n1; 1 D HTn 1; 1fn1; 1 (89)
yields
L02dztn1tn−1 D xnL2dyxn1xn−1 (90)
and we have established the operator identity
L2dyxn D
γn
xn
L02dztn: 91
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